UNIVERSITY CENTER

HEALTH SCIENCE ADMINISTRATION
- Requires AAS in Healthcare Careers (Rad Tech, DMS, DCS, MOA, HIT, etc.) or AA or AS with science courses
- MTH 165

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
- Requires AAS in LEJ or AA with LEJ courses
- LEJ 201 and 210
- Full time or part time – 2 courses online, 2 courses at Harper

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
- Requires AA degree with education prep courses
  - MTH 130 and 131
  - MTH 103
  - MTH 165
  - HST 111 or 112
  - BIO 104
  - GEG 111
  - PSC 101
  - ECE 102
  - EDU 201, 211, 219, 220

CONTACT INFORMATION
Maxwell Bisaillon
University Center Assistant
847-925-6315
mbisaill@harpercollege.edu

Travis Dahlhauser
Transfer Admission Counselor
Roosevelt University
847-619-8442
tdahlhauser@roosevelt.edu